
Cathy’s Key Updates (compiler’s comments and Scripture selections are in
italics)
#135 — 1 May to 7 May 2024
(All Bible Scripture references are from the KJV unless otherwise indicated)
(Underlines are compiler’s emphasis)
(KURC = Key Updates Reader Contribution / DYOR = Do Your Own Research)
(Note full disclaimer located at the end of this compilation.)

1 May

While the world cries out, "Mayday! Mayday!", come what May, we hear our
Savour's call always, "Lo, I am with you always [remaining with you
perpetually—regardless of circumstance, and on every occasion], even to the
end of the age.” (Mat.28:20b)

>⛺ "TENT PSYOP: Why now & Cui bono?"
(Excerpts:) "...[Soros] is funding the burgeoning tent cities at major university
demonstration sites across the USA...First of all, it’s of paramount importance to
understand that [Soros] has always been a pivotal frontman and secret bagman
for the hardcore...banking family...Secondly, it’s critical to correctly understand
that [Netanyahu] is only still in high office, after so many criminal investigations
and serious charges, because the...banksters have installed him term after
term...with this correct understanding it ought to be much easier to comprehend
just what the heck is going on across America today at the growing number of
protests... so that Hate Speech Laws will be passed in Congress and signed into
law by Biden which will give Israel, Zionists and Jews special protections." - Yep!
Looks like a set-up! Soros, sorrows, hmmm, a take on “All these are the
beginning of sorrows” (Mat.24:8)?! Are these protests some sort of clocked
stress-test for network development ahead of the 2024 election?:
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=225954

>😭 "Palestinians swimming at Gaza’s beaches enrages Israelis - Israeli
settlers and officials express outrage after video emerges of Palestinians
escaping the ravages of war and swimming at Gaza beach" - Includes 3.15
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min vid titled "Shocking Comments From Israeli Journalist On Live Broadcast
Over Gaza Beach Video" posted 23 April 2024 by Times of India. Healthy
happiness, joy, laughter and leisure considered despicable?!? What kind of
creatures emit such destination and loathing?
(Description under the video on YouTube:) "As Palestinians leisurely spend a day
at Gaza's beaches, tensions soar, sparking anger and outrage among Israelis.
The sight of Palestinians swimming in Gaza's waters, amidst an enduring conflict
spanning over 200 days, has evoked strong reactions from Israelis, who perceive
it as a sign of defeat. Israeli journalists have chimed in, refuting allegations of
genocide or famine in Gaza but expressing apprehension about the situation.
This clash of viewpoints highlights the deep-seated tensions in the region. Click
to delve deeper into the evolving dynamics and the wider ramifications of this
contentious issue.":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=286648

>🎙 "Tucker Carlson releases interview with Russian philosopher
Aleksandr Dugin - They discussed ‘new liberalism’ and its role in the fate of
Western civilization" - Includes 20.59 min vid:
https://swentr.site/russia/596785-tucker-carlson-interviews-aleksandr-dugin/

>💥 "Israel’s True Purpose Is To Usher In World Government" - The .31 sec.
vid is a portion from the full 38.55 min vid (from 1992) at the end of the article.
Some of his Biblical calculations are mis-scheduled, but these, imo, do not
detract from the weighty matters he exposes in the video, which I recommend
taking in.
(Excerpt:) "Israel was created as the instrument to bring about...a war that will be
so terrible, where nuclear weapons will be used, so that [people] will get down on
their knees and beg for no more war." (Bill Cooper, author of "Behold a Pale
Horse"):
https://www.truth11.com/israels-true-purpose-is-to-usher-in-world-government/

>👀 "Muammar Gaddafi K*lled Immediately After Delivering This Speech!" -
With a fact-filled, "did-you-know" intro, followed by the 2009 speech that reduced
the delites to gnashing upon and butchering this guardian in 2011 (during the
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Obama [whom Muammar, me thinks unaware and misguidedly, praised in his
speech as a loyal African brother!] administration), and nefariously trashing,
thrashing and bashing Libya into NWO NATO slavery.:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/gaddafi/

>📣 "BREAKING: Arizona Republican Party Declares Covid-19 Injections
Biological and Technological Weapons, Passed Ban - Passed with 95.62%
of the vote!"
(Excerpt:) "Arizona Republican Party passed the Ban the Jab Resolution
declaring the COVID-19 injections biological weapons. A biological agent, toxin
or device that does not prevent infection, does not protect against symptoms or
disease, was not utilized under legal and safe human experimentation; is by 18
USC 175 definition a bioweapon. Pfizer and the FDA have admitted these
statements are true in internal documents, government filings and court cases,
and yet still are gaslighting global civilians claiming the mRNA shots are safe and
effective. Maybe this story will inspire others to pass a resolution or ordinance, or
submit a demand to ban the mRNA injections.":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/breaking-arizona-republican-party-declares-cov
id-19-injections-biological-and-technological-weapons-passed-ban/

>🧊 "Arctic Sea Ice Soars to Highest Level for 21 Years" - Let’s have a drink
to this, on the rocks! Is Al Gore's worst nightmare?!:
https://dailysceptic.org/2024/01/16/arctic-sea-ice-extent-soars-to-highest-level-for
-21-years/?highlight=arctis%20sea%20ice

>🤔 "UN wants conspiracy theorists classed as terrorists." - "And He
answered and said unto them, 'I tell you that, if these should hold their peace, the
stones would immediately cry out. Would not God search this out? For He knows
the secrets of the heart." (Lk.19:40; Psa.44:21) - 10.52 min vid (from 9.30
onwards is an ad):
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/un-wants-conspiracy-theorists-classed-as-terro
rists/
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>🤯 *‼STOP! - CAUTION! - Next articles are grisly, but Endtime overt
demonic manifestations are on the rise! Hmmm! What's coming out of
CERN since they restarted it, after a regular winter stop for maintenance,
on 8 April 2024?‼*
• Sweden! "A man stabs three elderly women in the Swedish city of
Westeros":
https://fakti.bg/en/world/874551-a-man-stabs-three-elderly-women-in-the-swedis
h-city-of-westeros
- and -
• USA! "Murder suspect accused of eating victim’s face near Las Vegas
Strip" - In none other than Sin City! Includes 1.53 min vid:
https://www.8newsnow.com/investigators/murder-suspect-accused-of-eating-victi
ms-face-near-las-vegas-strip/
- and -
• Australia! "NSW Police say alleged stabbing murder of girl, aged 10, by
older sister, 17, near Newcastle 'completely out of the blue' - A senior
detective has described the alleged murder of a 10-year-old girl by her older
sister as an 'unthinkable' tragedy as police try to determine what led to death of
the child at her family home."- Includes 2.02 min vid:
https://www.skynews.com.au/australia-news/crime/nsw-police-say-alleged-stabbi
ng-murder-of-girl-aged-10-by-older-sister-17-near-newcastle-completely-out-of-th
e-blue/news-story/f63d42d81acc72a47231da599ce9f88e
- and -
• England! "Hainault [22-minute Samurai] sword attack live: Police say
injured suspect in hospital after boy, 14, fatally stabbed - Four people,
including two police officers, remain in hospital as 36-year-old man
arrested":
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/hainault-station-stabbing-sword-lo
ndon-police-news-b2536996.html

>⚠ "German Biologist Stefan Lanka Bet €100,000 the Measles Virus
Doesn’t Exist. He Won." - Includes 4.22 min vid. Find out why and how this
amazing victory has been criminally covered by the delites in their devilish
dustbin!!:
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/german-biologist-stefan-lanka-bet-e100000-th
e-measles-virus-doesnt-exist-he-won/?ref=truth11.com
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>👏 “A Victory for Farmers”: Supreme Court Halts Genetically Modified
Rice - The Deception of Development and the Politics of Progress"
(Excerpts:) "Golden [A gross misnomer!] Rice is really a ‘Trojan horse’; a public
relations stunt pulled by the agribusiness corporations to garner acceptance of
genetically engineered (GE) crops and food…money and efforts would be better
spent on restoring natural and agricultural biodiversity rather than destroying it by
promoting monoculture plantations and GE food crops.”:
https://off-guardian.org/2024/04/29/a-victory-for-farmers-supreme-court-halts-gen
etically-modified-rice/
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>📣 "‘This is how you lead’: El Salvador president stuns cabinet officials
with shock move" - Includes 4.25 min vid
(Excerpts:) "El Salvador's President Nayib Bukele shocked his entire cabinet by
summoning them to announce they're under investigation for corruption…
requesting the Attorney General, the only one present not on his government's
executive branch, to investigate all of them for bribery. The officials' stunned
reactions were evident as they gathered for the announcement. [Note some of
the officials' body language, ie the fella with his arms tightly folded against his
chest. When a person has a nervous, negative or defensive attitude, it's very
likely they'll fold their arms firmly against their chest, putting a barrier between
someone or something they don't like, showing that they feel threatened.] The
video has since gone viral online and earned the praise of right-wing
commentators and activists.":
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/global-affairs/this-is-how-you-lead-el-sa
lvador-president-stuns-cabinet-officials-with-shock-move/video/390632c9fbc65e7
997119f4e3572c36f

>🤔 "Russia will sink Britain under a nuclear tidal wave and reduce the US
to ‘radioactive ash’ if NATO sends troops into Ukraine, top Putin
propagandist warns"
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(Excerpts:) "Any bid by the West to put boots on the ground in Ukraine to ‘inflict a
strategic defeat on Russia’ would result in Armageddon, warned Dmitry Kiselyov.
Putin would unleash his Satan-2 and other deadly nuclear missiles, he
said...Kiselyov – a TV presenter who is also overall chief of Russia’s largest
propaganda empire...warned the West not to drive 71-year-old Putin into a
corner.":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=286705

>🚫 "GOVERNMENT IMPOSES BLACKOUT ON ALL INFORMATION ABOUT
ISRAELI MILITARY PLANES IN BRITAIN - After revealing nine Israeli Air Force
planes landed in Britain in the four months after October 7, the Ministry of
Defence changes policy and refuses to give any new information, possibly to
protect UK ministers from prosecution.":
https://www.declassifieduk.org/government-imposes-blackout-on-all-information-
about-israeli-military-planes-in-britain/

>🚨 "Ecuador president decrees state of emergency in five provinces"
(Excerpts:) "...because of 'internal armed conflict'...The measure marks the
second security-based emergency declaration by Noboa, who took office in
November on promises to turn around a deteriorating security situation that has
led to a spike in violent deaths and other crimes.":
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/ecuador-president-decrees-state-emerg
ency-five-provinces-2024-05-01/

>🤝 "Middle East 'Silk Road' Memorandum Signed by Iraq, Turkey, Qatar,
and the United Arab Emirates; the $17 Billion 'Development Road' project
will connect the Persian Gulf to Europe via a road and rail corridor." - Click
on link below to see map of this project.:
https://twitter.com/adnanbelushi/status/1782504200615936262

>💥 "Beautiful Eva Vlaardingerbroek: 'Elites have declared a war on us.
Now it is time for us to put on the full armor of God, fight back, and win'." -
Includes 12.40 min vid:
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https://www.wnd.com/2024/04/watch-beautiful-eva-vlaardingerbroek-elites-declar
ed-war-us/

>🔗 1.22 min vid Trailer - "Tucker: Pagan America surging with human
sacrifice and slavery - 'There's a supernatural component here, there's no
rational justification for it' - The defining features of a pagan society are
slavery and human sacrifice, so it shouldn’t surprise us to see their
resurgence in a post-Christian America." - John Daniel Davidson recently
wrote a book about the fall of Christianity in America and the West. His thesis is
that Paganism and a Pagan Empire will Replace the Christian West. His
interview with Tucker Carlson is coming 8 May.:
https://www.wnd.com/2024/04/watch-tucker-pagan-america-surging-human-sacrif
ice-slavery/

>👀 The NHS has proposed a definition change that states sex is a matter of
biology. (I can't believe I just wrote that!) It's come to that!? It has to be some kind
of epiphanic experience to realise that!? That God made man and woman - full
stop!
"Landmark shift against gender ideology: Sex defined as biological sex - 'A
return to common sense and an overdue recognition that women's
well-being and safety matter'":
https://www.wnd.com/2024/04/landmark-shift-gender-ideology-sex-defined-biolog
ical-sex/

>🔥 "Home owned by CEO of German arms manufacturer burnt down over
Ukraine weapons - 'Left-wing extremists' claiming responsibility for the attack
say it was linked to Rheinmetall’s deliveries to Kiev, local media have reported":
https://swentr.site/news/596841-home-ceo-german-arms-burned-ukraine/

>😳 "REPORT: Canadian Town To Require QR Code To Leave?" - And it has
nothing to do with illness!
(Excerpts:) "The decision to require a QR code and identification for the
municipality’s 12,000+ residents came after the municipal government
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announced they would begin charging all visitors who come to
Îles-de-la-Madeleine $30, something which hasn’t gone down well with the locals
or their family members who visit them....If you don’t pay, you can’t get the QR
code and won’t be able to leave. This was initially intended for residents, too, but
following an outpour of criticism, officials backed down and now say that
residents only have to show their driver’s license. Residents, however, aren’t
happy about this either, saying it’s absolutely ludicrous to have to prove their
identity whenever they want to leave their homes and go to other places within
their own country.":
https://100percentfedup.com/reportnadian-town-require-qr-code-leave/

>🤦 One can either (as my husband says) piss their paycheck up against the
wall, or (as I say) let their brains go up in smoke. We're on board with those of
Achaia! “I beseech you, brethren, (ye know the house of Stephanas, that it is the
firstfruits of Achaia, and that they have addicted themselves to the ministry of the
saints,) that ye submit yourselves unto such, and to every one that helpeth with
us, and laboureth." (1Cor.16:15,16)
"Cannabis Use Greatest Among Lower-Income and Less Educated - 9% of
U.S. adults report using cannabis regularly":
https://news.gallup.com/poll/642851/cannabis-greatest-among-lower-income-less
-educated.aspx

>🙌 "God Behind Bars: Satanist, Suicidal Woman Among Hundreds
Redeemed Through 'The Power of Jesus' - 'God Behind Bars' is sharing
more amazing stories about how God is touching hearts and changing lives
to set hundreds of prisoners free, including the story of a prisoner who had
turned away from worshipping Satan by giving his life to Jesus Christ." - Super
inspiring! God bless them and this ministry! Includes several video testimonies!
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon [them], because He hath anointed [them] to preach
the gospel to the poor; He hath sent [them] to heal the brokenhearted, to preach
deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty
them that are bruised, to preach the acceptable year of the Lord." (Lk.4:18,19):
https://www2.cbn.com/news/us/god-behind-bars-satanist-suicidal-woman-among
-hundreds-redeemed-through-power-jesus
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3 May

>💥 Is a major paradigm shift unfolding? Despite Zionist control of the
mainstream Western media, other avenues are ensuring that Ziorael cannot
entirely conceal its actions. Discoveries such as these will, no doubt, only add
impetus to the shift in global public opinion against the Zionist state. "Pride goeth
before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall. For their heart studieth
destruction, and their lips talk of mischief. Let destruction come upon him at
unawares; and let his net that he hath hid catch himself: into that very destruction
let him fall." (Pro.16:18; 24:2; Psa/35:8)
Since 7 October, 2023, 9 countries, including Jordan, Bahrain, Turkey, Colombia,
Honduras, Chile, Belize, South Africa and Chad, have recalled their
ambassadors to Israel or severed ties altogether, citing humanitarian concerns
about the escalating conflict. Regarding Jordan, on 14 April, 2024, it was
reported that "Iran's drone and missile attack was defeated by Israeli military with
orchestrated help from the US, UK and Jordan". So I’m wondering: Is Jordan's
ambassador-recall just window-dressing? In digging deeper into this, I heard that
this duality of sorts is due to many complex political reasons, and Jordan is, in a
sense, on the ropes, having to navigate nefarious terrain. They have to please
their people at home, please the surrounding Arab countries, and please Israel
sometimes, too. Jordan receives some of their gas and water from Israel;
therefore, they’re somewhat beholden to Israel and can’t afford to piss them off
too much, or Jordan would be in a very tight spot. There's also a big US base in
northern Jordan, so poor Jordan is between a rock and a hard place!
• "Israel using thermal weapons that melt, evaporate victims’ bodies in
Gaza"
(Excerpts:) " A Geneva-based right group urges an investigation into Israel’s
potential use of banned thermal weapons in its genocidal war campaign against
Gaza which could evaporate or melt victim bodies. The Euro-Mediterranean
Human Rights Monitor in a report on Tuesday said that testimonies received by
the rights group show that victims’ bodies appear to have evaporated or melted
as a result of Israel’s bombing of residential homes in the Gaza Strip. 'An
international committee of experts must be established to look into the weapons
Israel has been using as part of its genocide in the Gaza Strip, ongoing since 7
October 2023, including the potential use of bombs that produce such high heat
that victims’ bodies evaporate', the report said. According to the Euro-Med



Monitor report, thousands of bodies in Gaza remain missing and they 'no longer
exist' and may have 'turned to ashes', raising questions about the type of bombs
used in the attacks...Analysts believe that the Gaza war is the latest laboratory
for Israel’s arms industry.":
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2024/05/01/724711/Israel-may-be-using-banned-wea
pons-in-Gaza-that-melt-victims-bodies
- and -
• "Israeli settlers attack Jordanian aid convoys heading to Gaza" - Includes
.08 min vid:
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=286779
- and -
• American Jew drives the point home! - "How am I supposed to feel when a
foreign country, Israel, uses and abuses my name?" - Short vid, KURC.:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/272154109323830
- and -
• Really? They're saying, "It's our way or no way"?! - Short vid, KURC.:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/3811965275798257

>✈ "For Ukraine: Not Just F-16's, but the Weapons for them too! - F-16s
can be carriers of nuclear weapons and Moscow would take this into account
in its combat operations":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/for-ukrain
e-not-just-f-16s-but-the-weapons-for-them-too

>⚠ "Russia Missile Strike Kills 'Dozens' of NATO Officers at Meeting in
Odessa Ukraine":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/russia-mis
sile-strike-kills-dozens-of-nato-officers-at-meeting-in-odessa-ukraine

>🔎 "Meryl Nass asks: Is one of the WHO’s strategies to do an end run
around national sovereignty to achieve its goal?"
(Excerpts:) "Both One Health (gaining WHO authority over everything in the
world through redefining humans, plants, animals and ecosystems as all critical
to 'health') and PABS (to expedite the rollout of pandemics whenever they are
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desired, without the ability to identify where they came from since they will have
been 'shared globally') are central to what the globalists want to achieve. So
these two proposals cannot be jettisoned or postponed for very
long...Furthermore, the WHO process of negotiation needs to appear
successful...way of emasculating...turning the contentious issues over to new
people who will be chosen very, very carefully. As will the WHO staff who will ride
herd over them. It is simply a way of further gaming the system...end run* around
national sovereignty." - *end run=evade, circumvent. The above-underlined
words are, imo, the ones to watch out for in terms of their manifestations!, as the
delites' strategy incrementally encroaches upon humanity!:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/meryl-nass-asks-is-one-of-the-whos-strategies-
to-do-an-end-run-around-national-sovereignty-to-achieve-its-goal/

>🦟 "CONFIRMED: Dengue Fever Outbreak in Brazil and Peru - Millions
Sick, Thousands Dead" - Remember Gates' mosquito farm in Colombia? (See
KU#134/25 April):
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/confirmed-
dengue-fever-outbreak-in-brazil-and-peru-millions-sick-thousands-dead

>♨ Southeast Asia weather wars?!
"Soon it’s going to be people! Millions of fish dead after reservoir dries up
in weaponized heat wave in Vietnam - They blame ‘climate change’, even if
this devastating fish mass die-off is clearly due to a bad reservoir/ water
management" - Includes .40 sec vid and 2.39 min vid:
https://strangesounds.org/2024/05/soon-its-going-to-be-people-millions-of-fish-de
ad-after-reservoir-dries-up-in-weaponized-heat-wave-in-vietnam.html

>📣 "The Shieldmaiden Takes the Field Against The Destroyers of the
West" - This follows on from what I posted yesterday, the article about and video
of Eva Vlaardingerbroek. Is the scenario first portrayed in Jean Raspail’s novel,
"The Camp of the Saints", becoming a reality? Have the peoples of the West
been totally betrayed by their leaders?
(Excerpts:) "In Jean Raspail’s [1973] novel, 'The Camp of the Saints', the first law
passed by the new regime prohibits marriage between white people...why did
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leaders of the Western nations decide to destroy ethnic diverse nationalities in
Europe and the West by turning all Western countries into towers of babel? This
was the question raised by the last Briton, Enoch Powell, in 1968. In his speech
he warned that the British nation was being replaced and said that the clash of
hostile cultures within a country would result in rivers of blood. Of course, Powell
had to be put down, and he was...So far the White Western Elite have destroyed
every opponent of the ruling elite’s conversion of the entirety of the Western
World into a Tower of Babel. Enoch Powell was an early victim of the anti-white
forces.":
https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2024/04/29/the-shieldmaiden-takes-the-field-ag
ainst-the-destroyers-of-the-west/

>🚨 • "Cancer is invasion" - Rodger Spur, who hosts the Mudfossil University
videos, is not everyone's cup of tea. And I get that. And for that reason, I haven't
"invited him" on to Cathy's Key Updates. Until now. This article and included
39.01 min.vid is, imo, a must-read and view! Excellent info about the interstitium
fluid-filled highway below our skin, much-cherished bacteria and enzymes, and
that one of the main headquarters in the war for our physical earthly productivity
is in our gut!
To the dear one who wrote to me recently and mentioned the consequences of
their unrestrained dietary habits, and "I'm just so lazy & undisciplined with a good
measure of rebellion. Ha!", I hope this piece ignites a desire within you to
incinerate those qualities and adorn your precious life with the wholesome
furnishings that are yours for the asking in Christ! "That the man of God may be
perfect*, thoroughly furnished unto all good works." (2Tim.3:17) *fitted, made or
shaped to fill a space or to cover something closely or exactly; completely
outfitted and fully supplied, decked out, furnished, and equipped with necessary
or new equipment; refurbished:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/01/cancer-is-invasion/
- and -
• "Say hello to interstitium, what’s likely the newest organ in your body -
Scientists say they have discovered a new organ that could be the body’s
biggest. It may even lead to new ways of treating a wide range of health issues,
including cancer." - Announced in December 2023!; however, Roger's vid refers
to interstitium being addressed by him and his colleagues in 2010! Cordis delites,
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you finally had to come to the fore because you were found wanting! Your ta-da
fanfare is foul smelling!:
https://cordis.europa.eu/article/id/123187-trending-science-say-hello-to-interstitiu
m-whats-likely-the-newest-organ-in-your-body

> 4⃣ Short vids - KURC.
• Spot the difference! (I don't see any furries, as reported in KU#133/19 April,
amongst this lot!):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/760009509595872
- and -
• "He that loveth pureness of heart, for the grace of his lips the King shall
be his friend. Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto Me: for of
such is the kingdom of heaven." (Pro.22:11; Mat.19:14):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1928471684238165
- and -
• "Be not hasty in thy spirit to be angry: for anger resteth in the bosom of
fools." (Ecc.7:9):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/353926437655423
- and -
• "Precious in the sight of the LORD is the death of His saints." (Psa.116:15):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/695494535943317

>✝ "The Homeschooling Miracle in the Pacific Northwest: 'Nothing Is
Impossible for God'" - God bless these folks! Putting their Holy-Ghost pedal to
their mean-business-for-the-Master metal and going for it! PTL!
(Excerpt:) "What they are doing is giving parents and children a lifeline. 'We're
building Noah's Ark, Noah's educational ark', Heidi St. John says. 'We're saying
get out of the waters of woke. Get out of these broken schools...If God can do it
here in the Pacific Northwest, then He can do it anywhere.' For those who want
to homeschool and build community, the St. John's have built a prototype for
what can happen — and how God can work.":
https://www2.cbn.com/news/us/homeschooling-miracle-pacific-northwest-nothing
-impossible-god
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>💥 I've been pondering over the US Christian revival of 2023, encompassing
various campuses, which started at Asbury University in Wilmore, Kentucky, in
Feb. Was that the Voice of the Lord, speaking, warning, pleading, harvesting, in a
sense, before the storm — the now 2024 cabalic-fueled crusade careening
through many US campuses? Which is successfully pitting various factions
against each other to birth this new, expanded definition that will mean that even
political criticism of Israel could be construed as “anti-Semitic”! No 3rd Temple
was overtly built this year in time for Passover; no red cows sacrificed. Will the
sacrifice take on the form of the desired-victims to be expunged and
exterminated by this blasphemous, Beelzebub-driven (kill) bill? (If you haven't
already, I highly endorse viewing the documentary, posted in KU#133/22 April,
"Praying for Armageddon".) Every Zionist Christian will have to decide between
the pure Word of the Saviour and Satanic-twisted Scripture! "No man can serve
two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or else he will
hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and Mammon.
These things have I spoken unto you, that ye should not be offended. They shall
put you out of the synagogues [churches]: yea, the time cometh, that whosoever
killeth you will think that he doeth God service. And these things will they do unto
you, because they have not known the Father, nor Me. But these things have I
told you, that when the time shall come, ye may remember that I told you of
them." (Mat.6:24; Jn.16:1-4a)
• "House passes bill to expand definition of antisemitism amid growing
campus protests over Gaza war" - As reported in KU#134/27 April and on here
in KU#135/1 May, these protests (funded by Soros & Co.) are playing right into
the plans of the delites!:
https://apnews.com/article/israel-palestinian-campus-protests-columbia-congress
-df4ba95dae844b3a8559b4b3ad7e058a
- and -
• "Jews didn’t kill Jesus – US House of Representatives - Lawmakers have
broadened the definition of anti-Semitism in the latest legislation - If signed
into law, it would mean suggesting that Jesus Christ was killed by Jews
could be classed as anti-Semitism."
(Excerpt:) "This plan to label belief in Jesus as the Messiah and the historical
record of his death and resurrection as 'hate speech' and 'antisemitism' has been
planned since 1991, with the passage of the Noahide Laws, which every
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president since then has affirmed every year on the 'Day of Education and
Knowledge Sharing in the United States' just before Passover.":
https://www.rt.com/news/596891-jews-jesus-us-israel/
- and -
• "NOW THE [US] GOVERNMENT CAN LEGALLY KILL CHRISTIANS"
(Excerpts:) "Your U.S. government can now legally kill Christians for the 'crime' of
worshipping Jesus Christ! A diabolic deception has been perpetrated on the
American people by their OWN leaders, Senators and Congressmen, who have
sold their soul to the Devil. On March 5, 1991, in the House of Representatives,
and March 7, 1991, in the U.S. Senate, without any knowledge of, or input by, the
people of the United States, U.S. Senators and Congressmen passed a law that
is so outrageous – and frankly unconstitutional – that it forces the American
people to be bound by a set of monstrous rules, called the Noahide Laws, rules
that make the belief in Jesus Christ a crime punishable by decapitation by
guillotine!...No American should underestimate the ferocity of the commitment of
the Zionist Jews to control the entire political system of the world through the
One World Government now being created, and in so doing administer 'justice'
as they define it. The main goal of the Zionist Jews and their New World Order is
exactly the same as it was when Jesus was on earth – to exterminate Christ –
and His followers! Nothing has changed.":
https://www.spingola.com/Dannemeyer.html
- and -
• "Zionist Christians Get Wake-up Call: New Law Defining 'Antisemitism'
Means Denying the Biblical Record that Jews Condemned Jesus to Death!"
(Excerpts:) "The road to Armageddon and the persecution of the saints, as
prophesied in Scripture, is paved by Evangelical Zionist Christians who worship
Israel. American Christian Zionist churches are the most dangerous places to be
today. If you thought the COVID lock downs and vaccines were bad, you haven’t
seen anything yet. 'They will put you out of the synagogue (church); in fact, a
time is coming when anyone who kills you will think he is offering a service to
God. They will do such things because they have not known the Father or Me.
(John 16:2-3)'":
https://created4health.org/zionist-christians-get-wake-up-call-new-law-defining-an
tisemitism-means-denying-the-biblical-record-that-jews-condemned-jesus-to-deat
h/
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>👀Watch this space! In the guise of promoting "democracy", the U.S. and its
allies are trying to isolate Russia by turning former Soviet republics against
Moscow. We’ve seen the end result of this in Ukraine, and now they are trying to
do the same in Georgia!
"Prime Minister Of Georgia Exposes U.S. Regime Change Attempt"
(Excerpts:) "The 'NGO' complex of U.S./EU regime change organizations in
Georgia is enormous...The current government of Georgia has a solid majority
and obviously knows what is happening in its country...The Government of
Georgia has declined an invitation from the US to discuss strategic partnership
and assistance...Georgia [is] publicly exposing U.S. mischief.":
https://www.moonofalabama.org/2024/05/prime-minister-of-georgia-exposes-us-r
egime-change-attempts.html

>😳What the? This is insane!
• Zelensky has signed yet another mobilization bill into law, this time allowing
Ukrainians with asymptomatic HIV, hepatitis, slowly progressing cancer,
tuberculosis and mental illness to be called up to serve in the Armed Forces. Not
mentioned in this article is that even women whose pregnancies are proceeding
without complications will also be recruited. Under the new law, which comes into
force on Saturday, limited military service personnel must be retested.
"Ukrainians with HIV to serve in army - The Defense Ministry in Kiev has
explained how medical exemptions will work under new mobilization rules":
https://www.rt.com/russia/596953-ukraine-draft-medical-conditions/
- and -
• Cross-sex hormones designed to masculinise or feminise a person’s body are
available to buy without a prescription in places ranging from India to Hong Kong
and Portugal for around £10 to £30 for 28 days’ supply of hormones. An
extensive array of UK-based online sellers prepare mixtures of hormones
themselves to sell to those dodging prescription-only meds!
"Concerns as cross-sex hormones available online for just £11 a month -
Experts fear children questioning their gender may turn to hidden economy
to obtain hormones illegally":
https://www.theguardian.com/society/article/2024/may/03/cross-sex-hormones-av
ailable-online-11-pounds-a-month-young-people-gender-identity
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> 4⃣0⃣ "40 Countries Ready To Join BRICS in 2024"
(Excerpt:) "The 40 countries that want to join the BRICS alliance in 2024 mostly
hail from Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The majority of the countries have
weak economies and see BRICS as their only saving grace to uplift their region.":
https://watcher.guru/news/40-countries-ready-to-join-brics-in-2024

>🤔 In KU#128/14 March, I posted the article, "Boeing whistleblower John
Barnett found dead from apparent suicide after break in depositions - Barnett had
been a quality manager at Boeing for 32 years." Now a...
"Second Boeing whistleblower dies suddenly - A quality auditor, who
flagged defects in the 737 MAX, passed away after a sudden illness"
(Excerpts:) "Joshua Dean, a former Spirit AeroSystems employee who raised the
alarm over lax standards in the production of Boeing’s 737 MAX jet, has died
following a sudden and severe illness...His relatives said he had been
hospitalized just over two weeks ago with impaired breathing. Dean was
intubated, developed pneumonia, and contracted a fast-spreading
antibiotic-resistant Staphylococcus infection...The 45-year-old, who is said to
have been in good health and leading a healthy lifestyle, was put on a
life-support machine.":
https://www.rt.com/news/596861-second-boeing-whistleblower-dies-two-months/

>🙏 The covertism of covidism! My heart truly breaks for all who unwittingly
submitted to this bioweapon and now find themselves altered. "Separate thyself
from thine enemies ("'Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye
separate', saith the Lord, 'and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive
you.'" [2Cor.6:17]) and take heed of thy friends. A faithful friend is a strong
defense: and he that hath found such an one hath found a treasure. (Who is
Jesus!, Who said, "Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you."
[Jn.15:14]) Nothing doth countervail a faithful friend, and his excellency is
invaluable. A faithful friend is the medicine of life; and they that fear the Lord shall
find him." (From chapter 6, verses 13-16, The Book of Sirach, also known as The
Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach, or Ecclesiasticus, and abbreviated Ecclus.)
• "FDA detects surge in seizures and heart failure in children who were
subjected to COVID-19 jabs":
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https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-02-fda-seizures-heart-failure-in-vaccinate
d-children.html?ref=truth11.com
- and -
• "Dementia-causing prions from mRNA COVID-19 jabs may be contagious,
experts warn":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-02-dementia-prions-covid-vacines-may-be
-contagious.html

>♨ "Signs Of The Times: War, Famine, Pestilences And Natural Disasters":
https://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/signs-of-the-times-war-famine-pestilences-
and-natural-disasters/

> 2⃣ Jesus is a'comin', come what may! He is the Truth, the Life, and the Way! So
stay positive!, stay loving!, stay enthralled with His Majesty and Magnificence!
Only He makes sense in this world so dense with filth and fog. "Be still and know
that I am God!" (Psa.46:10) PTL! 3 short vids, KURC.
• Donkey Mama's loving message! (You know, from KU#120/18 January, how I
adore donkeys!):
https://www.facebook.com/share/r/sT1n69y8S2JgsjHG/?mibextid=oFDknk
- and -
• Cuteness overload!!:
https://www.facebook.com/share/r/KPeTdiRkdWYrCYhi/?mibextid=oFDknk
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>👀 "Their sword shall enter into their own heart, and their bows shall be
broken. And He shall bring upon them their own iniquity, and shall cut them off in
their own wickedness; yea, the Lord our God shall cut them off." (Psa.37:15;
94:23)
• "Israel Is Shooting Down A Lot Of Its Own Drones - Israeli difficulties in
separating friendly drones from hostile ones underscore critical issues"
(Excerpts:) "Israel shooting down significant numbers of friendly drones in the
course operations makes clear that discrimination issues present real problems
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now that will be critical for armed forces around the world." - Includes .41, .14,
.44 sec vids; 2.25, 3.00 min vids:
https://www.twz.com/air/israel-is-shooting-down-a-lot-of-its-own-drones
- and -
• "Amazon, Google provide cloud services to Israeli arms manufacturers" -
2.45 min vid:
https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1786818070713090413

>😭 "Gaza reconstruction could take 80 years, damage unseen since World
War II: UN - A United Nations official says the destruction caused by Israel’s war
on the Gaza Strip is unseen since the Second World War, estimating that the
reconstruction of the Palestinian territory could take 80 years and cost up to $40
billion.":
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2024/05/03/724836/UN-Israel-Gaza-war-destruction-
WWII

>⚠ "New Antisemitism Law Turns Critics against Israeli Genocide into
Criminals"
(Excerpts:) "This piece of legislation is a betrayal of our First Amendment rights
and a betrayal of the American people, and a testimonial how through AIPAC
(American Israel Political Action Committee) and intelligence agencies Mossad,
CIA and MI6, US politicians are systemically coerced, bribed and blackmailed
into unconditional support for Israel, and have turned our constitutional republic
into a totalitarian technocratic police state...[confirming] that US Congress
panders and grovels in submission to their master Zionist Jewish State and its
bloodline master founding owner, the Rothschild banking cartel...History is
repeating itself as the evildoers of today are right in stride with the worst of the
murderous evildoers of yesterday – Hitler’s Nazi Germany and the Communists’
Soviet Stalin and Chinese Mao dictatorships - all three created and financed by
today’s same bloodline enemy, disturbingly on full genocidal bloodbath display.
Tyranny and murder are alive and well and, in fact, thriving in 2024...the year of
systemic breakdown of an unsustainable, broken, corrupted global system
reaching its expiration date, with the proverbial shit violently hitting the fan now,
the long-planned economic collapse of the US dollar economy crashing
worldwide and humanity plunging towards global war on multiple warfronts.
Along with WWIII, all of the accompanying mega-crises deliberately orchestrated
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by power elites are central to their depopulation doomsday agenda, meticulously
plotted decades, perhaps even centuries in advance. The earthshaking
destabilization now unfolding is deemed necessary by the globalists amidst world
war and global economy collapse to opportunistically sneak through their Central
Bank Digital Currency (CBDC), social credit scores and neo-feudal
enslavement-surveillance inside 15-minute smart city prison camps for remaining
survivors. Our enemy is moving faster than ever to turn their wet dream utopia
into our living nightmare dystopia. Enough is enough at this 11th hour. The only
force that can [ultimately!] stop these criminals [is Jesus, Christ the King!] are
unified world citizens empowered with truth, courage and God’s wisdom to
exercise our collective strength to actively oppose and defeat this Satanic
anti-human death cult from any further human blood sacrifice.":
https://jameshfetzer.org/2024/05/joachim-hagopian-new-antisemitism-law-turns-c
ritics-against-israeli-genocide-into-criminals/

>💉 "Doctors Ordered To Euthanize MILLIONS of Vaxxed to Cover-Up
‘Disturbing’ Side Effects" - Includes 18.06 min vid, which, imo, is a must-view!:
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/doctors-ordered-to-euthanize-millions-of-vaxxed-to-cov
er-up-disturbing-side-effects/

>♨ "'American Horror Story: Delicate' and its Messages About
Hollywood’s Occult Underbelly - Starring Emma Roberts and Kim Kardashian,
American Horror Story’s 12th season turns the joys of motherhood into an
absolute nightmare. More importantly, it reveals, with very little subtlety, the dark
forces at play in the entertainment industry, including Satanic Ritual Abuse and
suspicious celebrity deaths disguised as accidents."
(Excerpts:) "Since 2011, the television series 'American Horror Story' (AHS) has
been horrifying Americans with stories some would describe as “pretty messed
up.” But that doesn’t stop people from watching. Indeed, AHS has garnered an
immense viewership while winning countless awards in every category
imaginable. Some even stated that AHS 'unquestionably joined the ranks of
television’s landmark series'.” - “The wicked shall be turned into hell [horror!], and
all the nations that forget God. My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge:
because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be
no priest to Me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget
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thy children. As they were increased, so they sinned against Me: therefore will I
change their glory into shame. They eat up the sin of My people, and they set
their heart on their iniquity. And there shall be, like people, like priest: and I will
punish them for their ways, and reward them their doings." (Psa.9:17; Hos.4:6-9):
https://vigilantcitizen.com/moviesandtv/american-horror-story-delicate-and-its-me
ssages-about-hollywoods-occult-underbelly/

>🚨 One smashes into the starboard, the next barrels into the bow and blows
the ship to smithereens! Listen to these 2 thugs! Oh, Jesus! Deliver us from
these monstrous mafia, satanic syndicates! I hate the evils of money! When just
a wee tike, I used to wail when mother would do errands, and one was going to
the bank. Its black-&-white checkerboard flooring and imposing creepy columns
made me cringe and cry! But I'm interested in how this highway robbery outfit
operates! (Excerpts from someone with whom I watched 1st vid:) "The
goonvernment operates on the tax money and the printed money. They want as
much as they can get...The banks want interest payments and loan money
because the banks also have debt, and for those who receive that debt money, it
increases their assets, commodities and other wealth-building, while the banks
are just left with digits, numbers and not real wealth. Printing money is just more
digits...That's why banks love liquidation/mortgagee sales, because not only do
they get their money back, but they sometimes make a profit on the sale of the
house. Plus, they've gained all those interest payments from over the
years...(and 2nd vid:) The reason he's waffling on is because he's told what to
say and what to do...Printed money isn't real wealth. The poo will hit the fan
when the payout is demanded in gold, real wealth assets, commodities, natural
resources, etc., even humans!":
• "'The United States can pay any debt it has because we can always print
money.'- Alan Greenspan, Chair of the federal reserve (1987-2006)." - .23 sec
vid. Check out the nervous eyes-and-mouth expressions of the guy next to him
(Al's off-sider?)!:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/comments/ltbzcq/the_united_states_can_pay_an
y_debt_it_has_because/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=mweb3x&utm_name
=mweb3xcss&utm_term=1&utm_content=share_button
- and -
• "OMG!!! This guy Jared Bernstein is literally the Chair of the Council of
Economic Advisers, the main agency advising Biden on economic
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policy!!!" - 1.49 min vid (KURC). Honestly! He sounds like a blithering idiot! At
one point he rubs his nose; is he on coke?:
https://x.com/thecoastguy/status/1786452557784658392?s=61&t=fxDqcaLfOXq
KEyB-6H2b4w

>💥 "Apocalypse goes mainstream: The end of the world is becoming
normal conversation"
(Excerpts:) "Humans have been fascinated by the demise of the world since
ancient times. However, the word apocalypse was not intended to convey this
preoccupation. In Greek, the verb 'apokalyptein' originally meant simply to
uncover or to reveal." - "For there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed;
neither hid, that shall not be known. He revealeth the deep and secret things: He
knoweth what is in the darkness, and the light dwelleth with Him." (Lk.12:2;
Dan.2:22):
https://studyfinds.org/apocalypse-mainstream-conversation/

6 May

>💥 "Russia and Iran Brace for War as Leaked Israeli F-35 Attack SHOCKS
World - a nuclear-armed Israeli F-35 WAS indeed shot down by Russia as it
flew towards its target in Iran" - 25.31 min must-view vid. (I took it in as an
audio, whilst sewing.) Mainstream media is completely silent on this.
(TTS Intro:) "Geopolitical analyst and journalist Pepe Escobar discusses his
reporting on a [corroborated] leak that sent shockwaves across social media as it
detailed an attempted Israeli nuclear strike on Iran.":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=286941

>⚠• "Delivering a ‘True Promise’: an insider account of Iran’s strikes on
Israel - Iranian firebrand MP Mahmoud Nabavian reveals the calculated strategy,
diplomatic intrigue, and bold military prowess that showcased Tehran’s 13 April
missile strikes on Israel - His account of the retaliatory strikes against the
occupation state offers unparalleled insights into the 13–14 April events."
(Excerpt:) "[UK Foreign Secretary] David Cameron called the night after the
Iranian attack and said he couldn’t sleep last night. This is the malicious British
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foreign secretary. Why? Because we sent 300 drones and missiles over the
heads of the Israelis. The Iranian official who spoke to him said, ‘For six months,
rockets have been falling on the people of Gaza, and you slept well every night.’":
https://thecradle.co/articles/delivering-a-true-promise-an-insider-account-of-irans-
strikes-on-israel
- and -
• NATO was able to scramble so many jets because Iran gave prior warning that
it was preparing to strike Israel. Although some Iranian missiles did indeed hit
key targets, it raises the question: Why was NATO ready to defend Israel when it
is not even a NATO member?
“NATO scrambled 240 fighter jets to shield Israel against Iran’s Operation
True Promise: Top Cmdr.”:
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2024/05/05/725022/Iranian-military-commander-Ope
ration-True-Promise-NATO-Zionist-regime

>♨ (From RT Telegram:) "Gaza peace negotiations over - Hamas. Meetings
on Sunday between officials from Hamas and Egyptian and Qatari mediators
have ended with Hamas' delegation set to return to their base in Doha later, while
both sides have pointed the finger at the other for setting unrealistic red lines.
Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu once again reiterated his refusal to halt the IDF
's drive to wipe out Hamas, offering to only pause hostilities to allow hostages to
be released. Hamas chief Ismail Haniyeh has blamed Netanyahu for 'sabotaging'
the talks with his bullish stance on a Rafah assault, as well as muzzling Qatari
media outlet Al-Jazeera."
• "Israel shuts down local Al Jazeera offices in ‘dark day for the media’ -
Foreign Press Association decries move under new law based on claim network
is a threat to national security" - Includes 2.19 min vid:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/article/2024/may/05/israel-shuts-down-local-a
l-jazeera-offices-in-dark-day-for-the-media
- and -
• "Israel’s war on Gaza live: Israeli forces pound Rafah as truce talks stall":
https://aje.io/qzz5uf

>👀 "France Sends Combat Troops into Ukraine":
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(Excerpts:) "The French soldiers are drawn from France’s 3rd Infantry Regiment,
which is one of the main elements of France’s Foreign Legion (Légion
étrangère)...The Legion today is run by French officers but the rank and file are
all foreigners. Under the current anonymat (being anonymous), a volunteer who
joins the Legion can decide whether to keep his given name or adopt a new one.
Legionnaires serve for three year terms, after which they can ask for French
citizenship. If a legionnaire is wounded, he is entitled to gain French citizenship
without any waiting period [Jesus Christ HIMSELF was wounded and crucified for
our sins, so we can ask for and receive for FREE Kingdom of God citizenship
and Everlasting Life!]...there is no way Foreign Legion soldiers can go to Ukraine
without passing through Poland. Will the Russians see this as evidence they are
at war both with France and Poland? Right now no one can answer any of these
questions with any degree of certainty. It is unlikely the Russians will long tolerate
a buildup of French army troops, even if they are Foreign Legion soldiers. What
Russia will do in response is not certain.":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/france-sen
ds-combat-troops-into-ukraine

>📣 "O my people, they which lead thee cause thee to err, and destroy the way."
(Isa.3:12b)
• Expect 'the opposition' to win most of the elections this year – all around the
world. It’s all part of the plan. Off-Guardian explains.
"Quick Take…UK Local Elections Set the Stage for 'Change' of
Government"
(Excerpts:) "As we noted in [an Off-Guardian's article - link to this article is within
this piece] 'Predictions for the Next Pandemic', they want to clean house and
install new political faces before moving ahead with the next steps in the Great
Reset.":
https://off-guardian.org/2024/05/03/quick-take-uk-local-elections-set-the-stage-for
-change-of-government/
- and -
• And Pharmakia & Co. will make as many as they can coerce to glug down
drugs!
"UNREAL Stat: One-Third of All U.S. Deaths Due to Prescription Drugs?"
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(Excerpt:) "The criminality of the pharmaceutical industry and the complicit
government is by no means limited to the COVID-19 shots." - Includes a .21 sec
vid of a woman having an Ativan experience!:
https://armageddonprose.substack.com/p/unreal-stat-one-third-of-all-us-deaths

>🔎 • "X-CLASS SOLAR FLARE, DOUBLE CME STRIKE & MYSTERIOUS
FLYING OBJECT! Beware of big quakes, satellite and GPS jamming in
coming days" - Includes 4.02 min vid. Could this have something to do with the
global weather catastrophes happening so far this month? I've listed two below,
but there are many more.:
https://strangesounds.org/2024/05/x-class-solar-flare-double-cme-strike-mysterio
us-flying-object-beware-of-big-quakes-satellite-and-gps-jamming-in-coming-days.
html
- and -
• "Brazil: 37 killed and dozens missing in worst floods in 80 years - More
than 23,000 people forced to leave homes after heavy rains in southern Rio
Grande do Sul prompt record-breaking floods" - Includes .49 sec vid:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/article/2024/may/03/brazil-floods-rio-grande-d
o-sul
- and -
• "Death toll from Kenya floods rises to 228 - at least 164 people have been
injured by the adverse weather, while 212,630 have been displaced" - RT
has now reported that more than 500,000 people have been evacuated across
the region.
https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/death-toll-kenya-floods-rises-228-2024-05-0
5/#:~:text=NAIROBI%2C%20May%205%20(Reuters),forecast%20to%20worsen
%20in%20May.

>🤦 "The shew of their countenance doth witness against them; and they
declare their sin as Sodom, they hide it not. Woe unto their soul! for they have
rewarded evil unto themselves. The beginning of the words of [their] mouth is
foolishness: and the end of [their] talk is mischievous madness. And they were
filled with madness; and communed one with another what they might do to
Jesus." (Isa.3:9; Ecc.10:3; LK.6:11)
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• "Canada To Construct World’s First 2SLGBTQI+ National Monument In
Ottawa - The project will cost $13 million" - Includes 1.07 min vid:
https://winepressnews.com/2024/05/04/canada-funds-13-million-to-construct-worl
ds-first-2slgbtqi-national-monument-in-ottawa/
- and -
• "G7 demands clean energy sector hire more sexual minorities - In a joint
statement at the meeting in Italy, representatives of the G7 demanded more
diversity among workers in the green energy sector, with a focus on sexual
minorities. RT hears from Ugandan pastor Martin Ssempa, founder of the
Straight Nation organization, who says it is hard to understand the G7's
decision-making on this issue." - 2.14 min vid:
https://rumble.com/v4tcpcz-g7-demands-clean-energy-sector-hire-more-sexual-m
inorities.html

>🚨 "Inside the Christian TV show rallying Trump superfans with
apocalyptic warnings - 'FlashPoint' has gained influence on the Christian
right by portraying Donald Trump🤨 as a singular leader anointed by God
to save America." - This is the first I've heard of this (what appears to be a)
pro-Zio (? - DYOR) outfit, headed up by Gene and Teri Bailey.:
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/rcna150303

7 May

> For the 5th time, and for another six-year term, Vladimir Putin takes the
oath of office as president of Russia.
• Transcript - "Speech at the Inauguration Ceremony":
http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/21399
- and -
• Transcript - "Speech at a Reception after the Inauguration Ceremony":
http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/24104

>💥 "Hamas says that it approved of a cease-fire proposal presented by Egypt
and Qatar, according to a statement on a Palestinian news site. IT was HOURS
AFTER Hamas accepted the peace plan, that Israel began its attack!" and "Two
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sources: ‘Israeli forces are going to take over the Palestinian side of the Rafah
crossing between Egypt and Gaza in the next few hours.’ - Axios" - So much for
the Toothless Hag(ue) International Court of Justice burping out a toothless court
order in February 2024. Just a puppeteered stage play uttering insincere swill!
• "BREAKING: Hamas In Official Response: 'We Agreed To Ceasefire Deal';
Israeli Officials Say Proposal Was Changed":
https://www.theyeshivaworld.com/news/israel-news/2281212/breaking-hamas-in-
official-response-we-agreed-to-ceasefire-deal-israeli-officials-say-proposal-was-c
hanged.html
- and -
• "BREAKING NEWS: Israel has just Launched Ground Offensive in Rafah,
Gaza" - at the time of sending this KU off for distribution, RT reporting that "Israeli
forces take operational control over the Rafah crossing between Gaza and
Egypt":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/breaking-n
ews-israel-has-just-launched-ground-offensive-in-rafah-gaza
- and -
• "Israel’s war on Gaza live: Israel blasts Rafah; fate of ceasefire uncertain -
Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh says the group has accepted a Gaza ceasefire
proposal put forward by Qatari and Egyptian mediators.":
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/liveblog/2024/5/7/israels-war-on-gaza-live-israel
-blasts-rafah-fate-of-ceasefire-uncertain
- and -
• "Israel launches strike on Rafah after Hamas accepts ceasefire proposal" -
Hamas has unexpectedly accepted the terms of the ceasefire. This now puts the
pressure on Israel, both internally and externally. Will it abide by the
Egyptian-Qatari peace proposal and enable the freeing of hostages? Or will it
continue its military campaign and expose itself as a genocidal-supremacist
state?:
https://www.itv.com/news/2024-05-06/israeli-army-tells-palestinians-to-leave-part
s-of-rafah-ahead-of-likely-assault
• "Iraqi fighters hit several Israeli military bases, Leviathan gas platform - 'in
support of our people in Gaza, and in response to the massacres committed by
the usurping entity against Palestinian civilians, including children, women, and
the elderly.'":
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2024/05/07/725099/Iraq-strikes-Israel-military-bases-
Leviathan-gas-platform
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>🚨 "Religious Fanatics have Hijacked Israel (and the US) - Attacking Gaza
has been Netanyahu's go-to plan to counter domestic discontent for decades.":
https://henrymakow.com/2024/05/religious-fanatics-have-hijacked-Israel.html

>🔥World War 3 truly underway?
• "BREAKING NEWS: Russian troops enter US base in Niger, order
Americans out
This is unprecedented; we are entering a hot war with Russia, just a matter
of time" - Includes 20.03 min vid.
(Excerpt:) "The U.S. is getting its clock cleaned right now by Russia, both
economically and militarily. Expect the U.S. to lash out soon with another attack
inside Russia. We are witnessing the actions of a collapsing empire and no
empire goes down without a fight. I expect full on World War III by late 2024 or
early 2025.":
https://leohohmann.com/2024/05/03/breaking-news-russian-troops-enter-us-base
-in-niger-order-americans-out/
- and -
• "Georgia Accuses Washington of trying to overthrow the country in order
to open a second front against Russia"
(Excerpts:) "As I have emphasized from the beginning, wars need to be quickly
won, not extended indefinitely. Putin pretends he is engaged in a limited military
operation when in fact he is at war with the West...Consequently, Russia’s
self-defense now requires the use of nuclear weapons. There is no sign of the
West coming to its senses." - However, some analysts are saying that contrary to
Paul Craig Roberts’ contention that Putin’s "dithering" is prolonging the war in
Ukraine, they're suggesting that his apparent inability to act decisively may be
part of a calculated game plan.:
https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2024/05/05/georgia-accuses-washington-of-tryin
g-to-overthrow-the-country-in-order-to-open-a-second-front-against-russia/
- and -
• "***FLASH*** Russia Warns British Ambassador - Russia May Strike
British Forces ***ANYWHERE***":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/flash-russi
a-warns-british-ambassador-russia-may-strike-british-forces-anywhere
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- and -
• "UPDATED 4:47 PM EDT -- ***FLASH*** French Ambassador 'Warned' By
Russia":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/flash-franc
e-foreign-minister-warned-by-russia
- and -
• "Western Actions in Ukraine: Approaching an 'Explosive Critical Mass'":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/western-a
ctions-in-ukraine-approaching-an-explosive-critical-mass

>🤨 "HOW BRITAIN SHIELDS ISRAEL FROM WAR CRIME CHARGES - The
UK government has provided special diplomatic immunity to scores of foreign
officials accused of committing serious violations of international law"
(Excerpts:) "By granting 'special mission' immunity, foreign officials have been
able to visit the UK without fear of arrest...other countries have benefited
too...Campaign group Redress previously noted that: 'The UK should refuse to
accept an individual as being on a special mission, and potentially entitled to
immunity, when there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the individual has
been involved in or associated with international crimes including torture, war
crimes, crimes against humanity or genocide'." - Refuse? Dream on! Honestly!
That foul U(nlimited)K(orruption) outfit is freakishly fraught with off-the-charts
filth!:
https://www.declassifieduk.org/how-britain-shields-israel-from-war-crime-charges/

>💉 "Gates insider Admits that Elite are planning to kill Billions with Bird
Flu Vaccine." - 9.40 min vid (at 8.34 to end is an ad). Gates(ofhell) is banking on
the fear that has been instilled on the populous will give the delites the green light
to push ahead with flagrantly killing all manner of livestock all in the name of their
dystopian health and safety mantra as part of their technocratic takeover of
humankind!:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/gates-insider-admits-that-elite-are-planning-to-k
ill-billions-with-bird-flu-vaccine/
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https://www.declassifieduk.org/how-britain-shields-israel-from-war-crime-charges/
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/gates-insider-admits-that-elite-are-planning-to-kill-billions-with-bird-flu-vaccine/
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> 😤 "JACQUE ATTELI: 'THE FUTURE WILL BE ABOUT FINDING A WAY TO
REDUCE THE POPULATION'"
"The future will be about finding a way to reduce the population...Of course, we
will not be able to execute people or build camps. We get rid of them by making
them believe it is for their own good...We will find or cause something, a
pandemic targeting certain people, a real economic crisis or not, a virus affecting
the old or the elderly, it doesn't matter, the weak and the fearful will succumb to it.
We will have taken care of having planned the treatment, a treatment that will be
the solution. The selection of idiots will, therefore, be done by itself: They will go
to the slaughterhouse alone." (Jacques Attali, from his book published in 2011,
"Verbatim, Book 1, 1981-1986")
And for an audio of that, see this 1.56 min vid:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HG6RBesClVIy/

>👀 "China Is Buying Gold Like There’s No Tomorrow" - In preparation for
tomorrow!:
https://dnyuz.com/2024/05/05/china-is-buying-gold-like-theres-no-tomorrow/

>👏 "Ron DeSantis bans 'global elite' lab-grown meat"
(Excerpt:) "Florida Governor Ron DeSantis has banned lab-grown meat, saying
he will 'save our beef' from the 'global elite' and its 'authoritarian plans'. The
first-in-the-nation law prohibits anyone from selling or distributing lab-grown meat
in Florida. Similar efforts are under way in Alabama, Arizona and Tennessee.
Lab-grown or 'cultivated' meat was first cleared for consumption in the US in
2022.":
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-68947766

>😳 "Shocking moment Pennsylvania man pulls a gun on pastor in front of
horrified congregation - but an 'act of God' stops him from pulling the
trigger" - Includes .48 sec vid. "The time will come when people will kill you and
think they are doing God a favor." (Jn.16:2b CEV):
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13387263/Pennsylvania-pastor-shooting
-church-crime-sermon.html

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HG6RBesClVIy/
https://dnyuz.com/2024/05/05/china-is-buying-gold-like-theres-no-tomorrow/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-68947766
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13387263/Pennsylvania-pastor-shooting-church-crime-sermon.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13387263/Pennsylvania-pastor-shooting-church-crime-sermon.html


>✝ I was thinking: All the above may not, on the surface, appear as "good"
news, but it is, because, imo, it shows that the Endtimes are on time, and the roll
out of Matthew chapter 24 is happening 24/7! God help us to stay in step 24/7
with its sequence of events! And keep praising the Lord for the good (like in the
event below) that comes about by being faithful to go into our "corners" daily and
pray ("Pray without ceasing. Men ought always to pray, and not to faint."
[1Thes.5:17; Lk.18:1b] so we’ll be tanked up to pray on the street corners and get
out the Word and slice through the strong delusion with the Sword of the Spirit
(see Heb.4:12) in whatever corners of the world we are! PTL!
"Boy Offered a Dollar to Man He Thought Was Homeless, Gets Richly
Rewarded for His Kindness" - 6.29 min vid:
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/boy-offered-a-dollar-to-man-he-thought-was-h
omeless-gets-richly-rewarded-for-his-kindness/

“Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye stedfast, unmoveable, always abounding
in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labour is not in vain in
the Lord.” (1Cor.15:58)

***Disclaimer***
In the process of compiling the following articles, Cathy Gehr attempts to provide
newsworthy insights and information to help contribute to the interest of the reader. It is
with sincerity of intention to offer discerning and often controversial commentaries in
order to broaden and/or expose the truth behind world events and their impacts. By
implementing due diligence, decipherability, common sense and a large measure of
Christian-based foundation, the selection of this content has been presented with the
intention to provide value to the readership. Although applying great attention to detail,
as a matter of course, not all publicised opinions, commentaries and analyses will be a
full representation of our personal beliefs. Mainstream media are bound to their limited
guidelines and governances; whereas, we endeavor to offer another side of the coin,
with confirmations from reputable sources, in an effort to reveal real and factual news
stories. We encourage all interested and participating parties to embark on their own
research to verify, validate, substantiate and authenticate for themselves the material
therein.
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